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Alphacool Pumpin Gum
Ball - Black

$8.99

Product Images

Short Description

With the Pumpin Gum Ball, changing liquid is no longer a problem. This little helper removes the majority of
old liquid remnants out of a system. The Pumpin Gum Ball creates pressure in the system and removes the
drops from every corner through a constant pumping.

One side has a ¼” internal screw thread. The Pumpin Gum Ball can be connected by removing a connection
at any point in the system, splitting the circulation. Anyone using a fillport has it even easier, and can simply
connect the ball there.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

With the Pumpin Gum Ball, changing liquid is no longer a problem. This little helper removes the majority of
old liquid remnants out of a system. The Pumpin Gum Ball creates pressure in the system and removes the
drops from every corner through a constant pumping.

One side has a ¼” internal screw thread. The Pumpin Gum Ball can be connected by removing a connection
at any point in the system, splitting the circulation. Anyone using a fillport has it even easier, and can simply
connect the ball there.

Specifications

Material: rubber, brass
Screw thread: 1x ¼”
Colour: black

 

Scope of Delivery:

1x Alphacool Pumpin Gum Ball

 

Notice:
Alphacool recommended for correct operation of the water cooling distilled water!

Note:
To empty your system completely as possible, it is important that you pump slowly and steadily but surely.
Too rapid and vigorous pump may have an adverse effect.

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-15257

Weight 0.2000

Color Black

Reservoir Accessory Type Pumpin

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197152570
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